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In this study, the Disturbance Storm Time (Dst) profile of long-lasting storms are investigated. Dst

variations for the entire duration of storms are approximated using both gamma and lognormal

distributions. Profiles of fifty storms were evaluated so far and preliminary analysis showed that the

Gamma distribution function may be a better fit overall than the lognormal distribution. Although both

distributions tend to approximate the main phase of storms reasonably well, the gamma distribution

function tend to approximate the recovery phase much better. Further analysis also shows that the

gamma distribution function is also a much better fit than the lognormal distribution for storms caused by

ICMEs as opposed to CIR storms. This may due CIR storms long duration recovery phases that can

sometimes last days to weeks. This also applies to other storms such as High-Intensity, Long-Duration,

Continuous AE Activity (HILDCAA) events with highly fluctuating magnetic fields. Of interest, energy

dissipation is also modeled as a diffusion-like process where a 1-D diffusion profile would be equivalent to

a Gamma distribution of k = 0.5. Profiles of evaluated storms show this diffusion-like profile suggesting the

existence of a diffusion-like process in the energy dissipation in the ring current. More storms are being

added to this study to further support our analysis and conclusion. Methods used and results will be

discussed
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It is well accepted that the field-aligned current systems (FACs) on the dayside are controlled by the

dawn-dusk (By) component of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). We here describe the FAC systems

for southward IMF. During IMF By-dominated periods, there appears a pair of FAC sheets in the midday

sector. When IMF By is positive, in the Northern Hemisphere, the equatorward current flows into the

ionosphere while the poleward current flows away from the ionosphere. The flow directions are opposite

in the Southern Hemisphere. When IMF By is negative, the above-mentioned flow directions reverse.

Although the morphology is well established, as for the understanding of the magnetospheric sources of

those currents, there has been almost no progress in the past two decades. This is because what we can

know from observations is very limited. To overcome the difficulty, we performed numerical

magnetohydrodynamic simulations using the REPPU (Reproduce Plasma Universe) code recently

developed by T. Tanaka. In the talk, we discuss the dynamo processes revealed by the numerical

modeling.
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Field-aligned currents (FACs) were detected by satellites in the 1960s for the first time [Zmuda et al.,
1966; Cummings et al., 1967], and they have been observed at both low [Iijima et al., 1978] and high [

Frank et al., 1981] altitudes in different regions in geospace. The large scale (from the magnetotail to the

ionosphere) FACs are involved in many important physical processes, including field-aligned particle

acceleration [Morooka et al., 2004; Shi et al., 2014], magnetic reconnection in the magnetotail [Ma and
Otto, 2013], development of the substorm current wedge [Hesse and Birn, 1991], and auroral activity [

Elphic et al., 1998; Xiong et al., 2014]. 

In solar wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere interactions, the large scale FACs play a crucial role in

transferring the solar wind energy and momentum from interplanetary space to low altitude ionosphere.

The solar wind and interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) affect the energy transfer process and the

associated FACs directly. In the magnetosphere, the importance of the IMF cone angle is not controversial

because it is closely concerned with many important physical phenomena. Some studies show that the

IMF cone angle effects geomagnetic pulsations (Pc2-5 pulsations) [Takahashi et al., 1984]. Kavosi and
Raeder [2015] found that the occurrence rate of the Kelvin–Helmholtz waves (KHWs) in the

magnetopause increases with the IMF cone angle. Also, the IMF cone angle can control the efficiency of

reconnection at the subsolar point [Scurry et al., 1994]. Some authors have suggested that the IMF cone

angle can even influence the magnetopause location [Dušík et al., 2010]. In the magnetotail, both IMF

cone angle and clock angle are the important factors and have great influences on the FACs. Cheng et al.
[2013] found the FAC occurrence in the magnetotail increases monotonically with the IMF cone angle.

The FAC is a large scale phenomenon in the magnetosphere-ionosphere system. The FACs in the Plasma

Sheet Boundary Layers (PSBLs) connected with those in the polar region through the magnetic field lines [

Wild et al., 2004] and they are important for the energy flows in the solar

wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere system. How the solar wind affects the large scale FACs from the

magnetotail to the polar region is still an open question. And no study on the relationship between the

IMF cone angle and the invariant latitudes of the FACs in the PSBLs in the magnetotail has been done. 

This study is focused on the influence of the IMF cone angle on the projection locations of the observed

FACs by Cluster in the northern PSBL in the magnetotail. We performed a statistic study of 542 FAC cases

observed by the four Cluster spacecraft in the northern hemisphere. The results show that the large FAC

(>10 nA/m2) cases occur at the low ILATs (<71 º) and mainly occur when the IMF cone angle θ>60º,

which implies the footprints of the large FACs mainly expand equatorward with large IMF cone angle. The

equatorward (poleward) boundary of the FAC footprints decreases (increases) with the IMF cone angle.

The equatorward boundary is more responsive to the IMF cone angle. This is the first time a correlation

between FAC projected location and IMF cone angle has been determined.
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The Region 1 field-aligned current (R1FAC) controls the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling convection.

The global MHD simulation reveals that the dynamo of the R1FRC appears in the cusp-mantle region

[Tanaka, 1995]. So, in order to elucidate the driving mechanism of the convection, we investigate the link

between the solar wind energy and the dynamo of the R1FAC by analyzing the numerical results of the

global MHD simulation in the southward IMF condition. This study presents an alternative model of the

magnetosphere convection proposed by Dungey (1961). First, the flow motional energy in the solar wind

is converted to the thermal energy in the bow shock. This thermal energy is transported to the

magnetopause reconnection region. Second, plasma acceleration due to the reconnection in the dayside

magnetic field configuration of the null-separator structure does not directly drive the dynamo of the

R1FAC. The plasmas in the magnetosheath also contribute to the plasma acceleration. Third, the

accelerated plasmas are decelerated when they are transported to the high-latitude magnetosheath next

to the cusp. This deceleration invokes the local dynamo. This local dynamo does not drive the R1FAC.

This result indicates that the mechanical energy from the solar wind does not directly contribute to driving

the R1FAC dynamo. Plasma acceleration in the reconnection region and formation of the local dynamo

can be called as the local Dungey process. Fourth, the magnetic energy produced in the local dynamo is

transported to and deposited as the thermal energy in the cusp entry region. This mechanism is called as

the cusp bridge. Fifth, the thermal energy in the boundary region is accelerated along the field line into

the cusp due to the field-aligned pressure gradient. Sixth, the field-aligned accelerated flow is converted

to the perpendicular flow in the cusp due to the centrifugal force caused by the field-aligned flow along

the bending field line in the cusp. The perpendicular flow goes to the cusp-mantle region. Last, the slow

mode expansion mechanism invokes the dynamo of the R1FAC in the cusp-mantle region. 

 

In the talk, we will present how the solar wind condition control the energy transport and conversion from

the solar wind to the dynamo region of the R1FAC.
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Substorms and pseudosubstorms (pseudobreakups) are very similar phenomena. In terms of auroral

morphology, pseudosubstorms are generally more localized and more short-lived, compared with

substorms, and are not accompanied by poleward expansion. We examined auroral development for

events from November 2007 through April 2010, using data from THEMIS all-sky imagers. We defined

events accompanied and not accompanied by poleward expansion as substorms and pseudosubstorms,

respectively. To understand the cause of auroral development, we investigated temporal and spatial

development of the near-Earth magnetotail during substorms and pseudosubstorms, based on

superposed epoch analysis of THEMIS data. We find that Vx begins to increase at -9.5 >X(GSM)>-11.5 Re

around onset for both substorms and pseudosubstorms. This seems to be due to earthward flows caused

by magnetic reconnection. Bz also increase around onset at -9.5 >X>-11.5 Re both substorms and

pseudosubstorms. The amount and rate of Bz change are larger for substorms than for pseudosubstorms.

In the earthward (-7.5 >X>-9.5 Re) and tailward (-11.5 >X>-15.5 Re) regions, Bz increases substantially

for substorms, whereas it does not increase very much for pseudosubstorms. These results indicate that

dipolarization is weaker for pseudosubstorms than for substorms, and the dipolarization region does not

spread extensively for pseudosubstorms. In addition, Brms begins to increase at -6.5>X>-11.5 Re around

onset both substorms and pseudosubstorms. The amount of Brms change is larger for substorms than for

pseudosubstorms, indicating that waves are strongly induced for substorms. These waves are considered

to be caused by instability, and the instability takes place in more for substorms and not in

pseudosubstorms. We, therefore, suggest that the occurrence of the instability develops tailward to form

the current disruption region and causes auroral poleward expansion. Meanwhile, the plasma and

magnetic pressures increase at -6.5 >X>-7.5 Re after onset in association with dipolarization, particularly

for substorms. The total pressure (the sum of the plasma and magnetic pressures) prior to the onset is

larger in that region for substorms than for pseudosubstorms. At -7.5 >X>-9.5 Re the total pressure hardly

differ between substorms and pseudosubstorms. Thus we conclude that the spatial gradient of the total

pressure is a key that determines whether the current disruption take place, that is, whether initial

activation develops into a substorm or into a subsiding pseudosubstorm.

 
substorm
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Interplanetary (IP) shock encountering the terrestrial magnetosphere can greatly disturb the Earth’s

electromagnetic environment and hence intensify the global current system. Here, we examine a

distinguishable compression associated auroral event caused by an IP shock sudden impingement to the

magnetosphere. We utilize IMAGE satellite auroral imager to obtain the broad global-scale auroral oval

over Southern Hemisphere. It is fortunate that part of the nightside poleward branch of the oval was

monitored by simultaneous ground-based high temporal-spatial resolution all-sky camera at Antarctic

Zhongshan Station (-74.5º magnetic latitude). Satellite imager recorded aurora sudden brightening in

pre-midnight just after the IP shock arrival to the magnetosphere. Intensified large-scale aurora

experienced interesting azimuthal movement. The poleward and equatorward boundary of the nightside

aurora oval featured dramatically enhanced auroral emission with broaden oval width, which presented

obvious so-called double auroral oval structure. It is shown that ground-based optical auroral sequential

images present prominent westward surge in the poleward branch of the nightside auroral oval, and the

westward surge structure shows typical poleward boundary intensifications with periodical signature. This

auroral periodical enhancement corresponds well to the geomagnetic variation recorded by the fluxgate

magnetometer at Zhongshan station. It is suggested that for substorm triggered by sudden enhanced solar

wind dynamic pressure in the precondition of southward IMF, the triggering could occur quite instant

after increased dynamic pressure hits on the magnetopause.
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Kawano et al. (2000) presented a case of three recurring substorms, in which the GEOTAIL spacecraft,

located in the magnetotail near the equatorial part of the tail magnetopause, temporarily exited the tail

and then returned to the tail after the expansion onset for all of the three substorms. The position of

GEOTAIL was near (-42, -22, 0) [Re]. 

 

They suggested that this phenomenon was caused by the temporary shrinkage of the mid-tail equatorial

magnetosphere after the expansion onset, and that the shrinkage was likely to have been caused by the

near-Earth neutral line (NENL). That is, as the NENL ejected plasma in the radial direction away from the

NENL, it drew in plasma along the line including the NENL toward the NENL, and thus the magnetopause

near that line moved inward. 

 

In this paper, we have constructed a database of this kind of events observed by GEOTAIL between Oct. 5,

1993 and Dec. 31, 2002, and examined if the above-stated interpretation is valid. In more detail, we have

first identified magnetopause crossings of GEOTAIL based on its observation of the plasma density,

temperature, and tailward velocity. We have then selected crossing pairs, i.e., entry-exit pairs and

exit-entry pairs, by using the following two criteria: (1) an entry and its paired exit were separated in time

by less than three hours; (2) during the four hours consisting of two hours preceding the pair-event start

time and two hours following the event end time, GEOTAIL was in the same region (i.e., inside or outside

the magnetosphere). We have also identified, as an independent procedure, substorm expansion onsets

by using the AL index, and compiled them into another database. Then, for each of the above-identified

crossing pairs, we have selected a corresponding substorm onset if the former started less than three

hours before or after the latter. 

 

After the above-stated event-selection procedure, we have first compared the starting times of the

exit-entry pairs and the substorm expansion onset times. As a result, we have found that the majority of

them started after (i.e., not before) the substorm expansion onset, consistent with the

temporary-shrinkage interpretation by Kawano et al. 

 

We have also compared the ending times of the entry-exit pairs (which were not studied by Kawano et al.)

and the substorm expansion onset times. As a result, we have found that the majority of them ended near

the substorm expansion onset time. 

 

More details, including the position dependence of the event occurrence frequency and the time

separation between the substorm onset and the event, will be presented at the meeting.
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Numerous models of substorms have been proposed so far, and they are roughly divided into two

categories, i.e., an outside-in category that is represented by the NENL model and an inside-out category

that is represented by the ballooning instability model. Controversies have been raised for many years

over the validity of those models. However, in recent years we have obtained extremely important clues to

solve this long-standing issue by separately analyzing THEMIS probe data for substorms and

pseudo-substorms. [Fukui et al., 2017] 

The key is the plasma pressure in the equatorial region, and in the case of the substorm, it was about 1.4

and 1.2 times larger in the region of X ~ -7 and -8 Re than in the case of the pseudo-substorm. However,

no difference was found beyond X~ -10 Re. Therefore, the spatial gradient of the plasma pressure in the

region of X ~ -7.5 Re must be a necessary condition for substorm. 

An occurrence of abrupt earthward flows originated from the catapult current sheet relaxation and

subsequent magnetic reconnection at the NENL just prior to the onset is a common signature for both

substorm and pseudo-substorm. Those flows must initiate some instability, possibly the ballooning

instability in the earthward side of the flow front. 

Substorms do not occur only with the magnetic reconnection. If there is enough plasma pressure

gradient, the system can develop into a substorm. Otherwise, it will end up with a pseudo-substorm. We

emphasize that both NENL model and the ballooning instability model are partially correct but

incomplete, and a true model of substorm can be constructed by combining at least these two.

 
substorm, pseudo-substorm, magnetic reconnection, ballooning instability
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The theta aurora sometime appears in the polar cap region when IMF Bz keeps northward. 

There are many previous studies, but no unified theory to explain what happens in the ionosphere and

magnetosphere during the theta aurora events. 

 

We made MHD simulation by changing IMF By polarity from negative (-4.3nT) to positive (4.3nT) under

the northward condition (Bz=4.3nT). Simulation results show there are three stages of the theta aurora

evolution. First stage is characterized by the rapid change (within about several minutes) of the

anti-clockwise convection to the clockwise one viewed from the north pole in the cusp region of the

northern hemisphere. At the same time, upward Region 0 FACs in the post-noon region is exchanged with

downward Region 1 FACs in the pre-noon region. Associated with the switch of the FAC polarity in the

dayside ionosphere, the dynamo location is also shifted from the post-noon region to the pre-noon region

in the dayside magnetosphere. Second stage is characterized by the detachment of high pressure region

from the cleft. The detached region move to the high latitude lobe region in the night side and gradually

becomes short. This stage lasta about 30 minutes. The high pressure region correspond to the moving

front of the changing convection flow. A pair of upward and downward FACs in the ionosphere appears in

association with the moving high-pressure region in the magnetosphere. The dynamo appears in the

high-pressure region in the magnetosphere as noted below. The closed field line region breaking into the

polar cap region associates the pair of the FACs in the ionosphere. We notice that the high-pressure

region in the magnetosphere corresponds to the closed field line region. Third stage is given by the

extension of the high pressure region to the dayside aurora region. Disturbances in the magnetosphere

and in the ionosphere caused by the By change gradually disappear. The FACs become weak, but the

closed field line region still beaks into the polar cap. The high-pressure region in the magnetosphere is

located in the closed field line region in this stage, too. 

 

It is strongly expected that high pressure region connect to the dynamo region(E・J<0), we have

examined field aligned current signature in high pressure region for three stages. The results demonstrate

that pressure region connect to the dynamo region(E・J<0),consistent with Watanabe et al.(2014). We

will report a possible mechanism to generate the dynamo region and its relation to the theta aurora

formation in the presentation. It is the final goal of this study to elucidate the state transition mechanism

of the magnetosphere-ionosphere compound system caused by the IMF By change.
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The locations of the inner boundary of the plasma sheet electrons during magnetic storm have been

analyzed by using the dataset from Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms

(THEMIS) satellites. 

The dependence of the location of the inner boundary of the plasma sheet electrons on geomagnetic

indices such as Kp and AE was investigated in several previous studies [Korth et al., 1999; Jiang et al.,

2011]. In addition, several empirical convection electric field model such as Volland-Stern model

[Volland, 1973; Stern, 1975], Mcllwain's E5D model [Mcllwain, 1986], Weimer model [Weimer, 1996], and

Matsui Model [Matsui et al., 2013] have been proposed based on the statistical analyses. So, we can trace

the expected drift path of the plasma sheet particles in these electric filed models, and compare them

with observed locations of the plasma sheet inner boundary. 

In this study, we investigated the locations of the inner boundary of the plasma sheet electrons during the

magnetic storms by using the electron flux data of 9 keV obtained by Electrostatic Analyzer (ESA) onboard

the THEMIS satellites. We determined open/close boundary of the drift paths of plasma sheet electrons in

Volland-Stern electric field during the recovery phase of the magnetic storm by performing the test

particle simulation, and compared it with the position of the inner edges of the plasma sheet 9-keV

electron measured by THEMIS ESA in the same period, because it is a simple macroscopic electric field

model depending on slow variation of Kp, and good for the reference to find out the contributions of

storm-time electric fields probably with rapid changes and microscopic structures. 

We performed the statistical analysis of the positions of the inner edge identified in the recovery phase in

the case that differences between the observed plasma sheet electron inner boundary and the

open/close boundary of the energetic electron drift path calculated with Volland-Stern convection

electric field model [Volland et al., 1973] are less than 0.5 RE. The agreement in these events suggests

that the storm-time electric field does not exist around the calculated drift paths. However, as for three of

twenty-two events, the calculated drift paths overlap the intense storm-time electric field reported by

Nishimura et al. [2008]. In the event on December 20, 2015 around 20:00 MLT (Case-1), the geocentric

distance of open/close boundary of the drift path of plasma sheet electrons, Rmodel, is 3.97, and that of

the inner edge of the plasma sheet electrons in the magnetic equatorial plane, Robs, is 3.93. We

calculated the electric field without the corotation electric field at the plasma sheet electron inner

boundary found using Volland-Stern model, and compared it with the storm-time electric field reported by

Nishimura et al. [2008]. Ex in the GSM coordinate calculated with Volland-Stern model (Exvs) is 0.23

mV/m while that reported by Nishimura et al. [2008] (Exni) is about -4.00 mV/m. If such large electric field

exists on the drift path, the open/close boundary based on Volland-Stern electric field deviates from that

of the inner edge of the plasma sheet electrons. From the analysis of another event on October 1, 2012

around midnight (Case-2), Rmodel is 3.50, Robs is 3.18, Exvs is 0.06 mV/m and Exni is about -3.00 mV/m.

And as for a event obtained on July 9, 2012 around 20:00 MLT (Case-3), Rmodel is 6.18, Robs is 6.00,

Exvs is 0.14 mV/m and Exni is about -1.00 mV/m. In this event, the calculated drift path doesn't overlap

the intense storm-time electric field reported by Nishimura et al. [2008]. From the analysis of another

event on February 2, 2015 around 19:00 MLT (Case-4), Rmodel is 7.01, Robs is 7.39, Exvs is 0.07 mV/m

and Exni is about -1.00 mV/m. 

We focus on Dst index in order to check the above difference. From the analysis of Case-1, Dst index is
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the smallest in all event and is -155 nT. From the analysis of Case-2, Dst index is the second smallest, and

-102 nT. On the other hand, in the event of Case-3 and Case-4, Dst index is -66 and -46 nT. It is

considered that plasma sheet ions and electrons distributed in a wide MLT region from the dusk to

postmidnight are gathered into the dusk to premidnight sector in the region of enhanced electric field

due to the strong ExB drift [Nishimura et al., 2008]. Although the storm-time electric field reported by

Nishimura et al. [2008] is the average electric field distributin, from the result obtained on Case-1 - 4, it is

considered that the actual storm-time electric field exists more inside during high activities, over 100 nT.
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Local time and seasonal variations of the amplitude of the main impulse (MI) of geomagnetic sudden

commencements (SCs) in the equatorial and low-latitude regions (geomagnetic latitude (GMLAT) range: 0

–30 degrees) has been investigated using high time resolution geomagnetic field data for the period 1996

–2009. These geomagnetic field data are provided by the Circum-Pan-Pacific-Magnetometer-Network

(CPMN) [Yumoto and the CPMN Group, 2001] and National Institute of Information and Communications

Technology (NICT) Space Weather Monitoring (NSWM) [Kikuchi et al., 2008]. In order to identify SC

events from January 1996 to 2009, we used the SYM-H index with 1-minute time resolution archived on

the web site of World Data Center for Geomagnetism, Kyoto University. In this study, total 6992 SC events

were found as a sudden increase of the SYM-H index by more than 5 nT within 10 minutes 1during this

period, corresponding to the solar wind dynamic pressure enhancement. The solar wind data are archived

on the CDAWeb site. As a result, the local time dependence of the SC amplitude in the low-latitude region

(10o < GMLAT < 30o) showed the semi-diurnal variation with two maxima around 10 –14 h (LT) and 22 –1

h (LT) and the two minima around 6 –9 h (LT) and 16 –19 h (LT), respectively. The peak value of the

nighttime SC amplitude tended to be equal to or more than that of the daytime amplitude. The minimum

value of the SC amplitude in the morning (4 –10 h, LT) tended to be smaller than in the afternoon. This

morning-afternoon asymmetry in the SC amplitude is due to a magnetic effect of the two-cell ionospheric

currents driven by the MI electric field. The size of the local time variation of the SC amplitude in the

low-latitude regions becomes largest in the summer (May –July). During this period, the nighttime SC

amplitude tended to be enhanced significantly and was larger than the daytime one. Moreover, the

daytime (10 –14 h, LT) SC amplitude at OKI was enhanced significantly near the equinoxes (March and

October). The seasonal variation of the SC amplitude at OKI during 10 –14 h (LT) showed a significant

decrease during May –October. This depression cannot be explained only by the seasonal variation of the

ionospheric conductivity. The local time variation of the SC amplitude in the equatorial region (GMLAT < 

10o) clearly showed the equatorial enhancement of the SC amplitude in the daytime (8 –17 h, LT). This

enhancement is due to a magnetic effect of the eastward equatorial electrojet driven by a dawn-to-dusk

electric field generated during the MI phase of SC. The nighttime enhancement of the SC amplitude as

seen in the low-latitude region appeared also in the equatorial region (5.0o < dip latitude < 20.0o). This

result suggests that a magnetic effect caused by a pair of FACs generated during the MI phase of SC

extended near the equatorial region. The seasonal variation of the equatorial enhancement of the SC

amplitude showed a significant depression by 3 –10 % in the summer (May –July), compared with that in

the winter (November –January) in the northern hemisphere. The summer reduction of the SC amplitude

can be seen at the GAM and MUT stations located near the dip equator. Moreover, the SC amplitude in

the afternoon –evening (14 –21 h, LT) tend to decrease by 10 –30 % during March –September. This

summer depression of the SC amplitude appears also at the dip equatorial stations (YAP and PON). From

a comparison of the ionospheric conductivity and SC amplitude, it was shown that the decrease of the
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equatorial enhancement in the morning –evening (8 –21 h, LT) cannot be explained only by the seasonal

variation of the ionospheric conductivity. Therefore, the equatorial SC-MI reduction suggests a weakness

of a dawn-to-dusk ionospheric electric field during the summer in the northern hemisphere.

 
Geomagnetic sudden commencement, Seasonal variation, Local time variation, Ionospheric

conductivity, Equatorial region, Ionospheric electric field
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Athabasca University has operated geophysical instruments at AUGO (113º49’42” W,54º49’42” N)

since 1998, and now (since 2012) most are located at AUGSO (113º38’40” W,54º36’10” N) in a

very dark rural location. The geomagnetic latitude of about 61º, less than that of most comprehensive

observatories, has led to insight into subauroral and transition region processes. The new AUGSO location

has residential facilities capable of hosting up to 9 researchers for campaign style work or installation of

equipment. An important feature is fiber optic internet access to both sites, allowing remote operation of

instruments. Although most instruments have dedicated, restricted access, sky conditions may be verified,

or live auroras may be viewed if they are present, when it is dark, at

http://autumn.athabascau.ca/auroracamhd.htm . A magnetometer of the AUTUMN network has operated

at the site since 1998, however should not be confused with the nearby NRCan observatory, Meanook.

Sample data for the AUTUMN network during the St. Patrick’s Day Storm of 2015 may be found at 

http://autumn.athabascau.ca/autumnquery.php?year=2015&mon=03&day=17 . Navigation to other

pages is easy from there. The AUTUMN sites do not all have the same type of magnetometer, but most

take measurements every second, or at 2 Hz, and the data are publicly available and contributed to

THEMIS and via there to CDAWeb. 

Since 2003, imaging has been done from the Athabasca location. A NASCAM All-Sky Intensified imager

was operated from 2004 to 2012, when it was superseded by an EMCCD-based multispectral imager

manufactured by Keo Scientific Ltd., at the new, darker site. THEMIS allsky monochrome imagers were

tested at Athabasca, and one currently operates there. In 2005, an OMTI multispectral imager was

installed along with an H-beta spectrometer. A particularly fruitful field has been that of proton auroras,

for which the subauroral location and very dark skies are well suited. Search coil magnetometer detection

of Pc1 pulsations coincident with detached proton auroras showed the importance of EMIC waves in

causing proton precipitation. More recent coordinated investigations have involved faster imaging so that

pulsations in the proton aurora could be detected, as well as VLF emissions coincident with proton

auroras and compression events. A riometer was recently installed. Instrument development has also been

fostered by AUGSO, most notably the FESO meridian imager which is photomultiplier based with

advanced background removal, taking H-beta detection into a new realm of sensitivity and temporal

sampling. The combined comprehensive instrumentation is expected to soon be coordinated with in situ

measurements by the ERG/Arase satellite, and some preliminary studies involving Van Allen probes have

been done. 

We continue to operate two sites, with the original one used mainly for instrument testing and support of
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a telescope and non-auroral guest instruments. Some specialized studies benefit from having two sites,

and we have been very successful in stereo imaging of noctilucent clouds (NLC). Rapid motion of auroral

forms has meant less success in stereo studies, but there is great potential. 

External instrument development has involved Canadian commercial companies Keo Scientific and

Unihedron, both taking advantage of the auroral zone location for optical detection. We are extending our

magnetometry and electronics expertise into other domains as well, with most testing done at AUGO. 

Both AUGO and AUGSO were funded by the Canada Foundation for Innovation, which also makes a

significant contribution to operating costs. The CANARIE computing consortium funded the innovative

concept of connection to high speed fiber optic internet at the rural AUGSO site.
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We investigate the characteristics of the subauroral polarization stream (SAPS), with a main focus on the

solar zenith angle(SZA) dependence using the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) Hokkaido

East radar and NOAA POES spacecraft data. In this study, we checked over 2830 days from 2008/1/10 to

2015/12/31 and found 29 SAPS events where the line-of-sight velocity is larger than 150m/s, magnetic

local time is 13 to 19 hours and the flow regions are identified to be equatorward of the auroral

precipitation region. For each event we examined the SZA using the geographic latitude, longitude and

the UT span of SAPS. We identified the lowest possible SZA and lowest illuminated ionospheric altitude

for SAPS to be generated, which have not been discussed in detail before. As a result of the statistical

analysis, it is found that the SAPS tends to appear when the SZA is larger than 100 degrees, and that the

lowest illuminated ionospheric altitude should be higher than about 100km for SAPS to appear. The

minimal threshold of the illuminated ionospheric altitude is near the altitude of the peak of Pedersen

conductivity. This result suggests that the Pedersen conductivity plays an important role for the

generation of SAPS, which is consistent with the previous studies. Results of detailed discussion will be

presented.

 
solar zenith angle, magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling, Pedersen conductivity, sub-auroral
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Sudden Commencement (SC) is observed mainly as a sudden increase of the H-component of

geomagnetic field at low latitudes. Past studies showed that it is caused by a sudden compression of the

magnetosphere associated with rapid increases of the solar wind dynamic pressure. At middle and high

latitudes, SCs cause perturbations associated with twin vortex type ionospheric currents. It was reported

that the disturbance of the ionospheric current and the electric field associated with SC consists typically

of the Preliminary Impulse (PI) and the Main Impulse (MI). Previous studies reported that some of

SC-associated electric field disturbances observed by SuperDARN radars show only the two successive

pulses of PI and MI, while some others are accompanied by damped oscillations of the ionospheric

electric field lasting for about several tens of minutes to an hour with periods of several minutes. The

reason why both types of SC-associated disturbances can occur, however, have not yet been understood

well. We examine the cause of the difference between the two kinds of SC events, using SuperDARN

radars in the northern hemisphere covering ~40 to 90 degree geomagnetic latitudes. For the analyzed

period from January 2011 to December 2015, 244 SC events were identified and 61 events out of them

were accompanied by the ionospheric electric field oscillations immediately following MIs, as observed by

at least one SuperDARN radar. We contrast 183 events (only PI and MI) with 61 events (oscillation

following MIs) and find that the average of magnitude of dynamic pressure change does not seem to be

the cause of the difference between two types of disturbance associated with SC events. On the other

hand, a detailed analysis on the electric field oscillations shows that some of them exhibit phase

differences in latitude and longitude, while the others not. These observations indicate that the

ionospheric electric field oscillations sometimes show propagation characteristics. We examine

frequencies of the electric field oscillations. We also discuss the magnetic local time (MLT) dependence of

the ionospheric electric field oscillations as well as its dependence on spatial displacement of the

magnetopause associated with SC.
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We have developed a method for estimating the global distribution of ionospheric plasma velocity from

the SuperDARN data. The SuperDARN observations have a wide spatial coverage. However, it is difficult to

obtain a global ionospheric convection map from the SuperDARN data because individual radars give only

line-of-sight components of plasma drift velocity and the data are frequently missing. In our technique,

the plasma velocity distribution is represented by a sum of divergence-free spherical elementary current

systems, which provides a constraint ensuring the divergence free condition. In this paper, we will

demonstrate a preliminary results obtained by our newly developed method.
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GPS receiver onboard Jason-1 satellite provides the measurements of plasmaspheric total electron

content (pTEC) between the altitudes of Jason-1 and GPS satellites (1,336 and 20,200 km, respectively).

We developed a tomography algorithm and applied it to the Jason-1 pTEC data to reconstruct the

plasmaspheric density distributions. To invert the observed pTECs into the vertical distribution of

plasmaspheric electron density, we adopted a multiplicative algebraic reconstruction technique (MART)

with an initial density from Huang et al. (2004). The reconstruction of the plasmaspheric density

distribution was performed on Indian ( ), Pacific ( ), and Atlantic ( ) longitudinal planes during the periods

of high solar activity ( ) and low geomagnetic activity ( ) from 2002 to 2005. It is found that the

reconstructed density distribution displays general climatological characteristics of the plasmasphere. For

all three longitudinal sectors, the reconstructed distributions show weak diurnal variations being greater

during daytime (09 –15 LT) than nighttime (21 –03 LT). In the Atlantic sector, the reconstructed

plasmaspheric density exhibits an annual anomaly (higher density in December than in June), while it was

not apparent in the other longitude sectors. By fitting the reconstructed density profiles, we derived the

empirical profiles of equatorial plasmaspheric density for four seasons (March, June, September, and

December) and for three longitude sectors. The empirical profiles display the diurnal variation and the

annual anomaly, and significantly differ from those obtained from other kinds of plasmaspheric

measurements.
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Study of equatorial electrojet (EEJ) has always been one of the research interest in ionospheric field. EEJ

current is an eastward current that flows within the range of ±3° at dip equator. In this study, we attempt

to find the latitudinal and longitudinal profile of this ionospheric current. This research is carried on using

data from magnetometer network from Magnetic Data Acquisition System (MAGDAS)/ Circum-pan Pacific

Magnetometer Network (CPMN), Indian Institute of Geomagnetism (IIG) and International Real- Time

Magnetic Observatory Network (INTERMAGNET). The analysis is carried out using geomagnetic northward

H component which is later used to calculate the magnetic component of EEJ. In order to correct the

latitudinal effect causes by the location of observatories, we applied the normalization technique of

observation data. The EEJ latitudinal profile is obtained and it shows that the current started to reverse

westward at 5° latitude and not more than 10° latitude in both hemispheres. On the other hand, the

longitudinal profile obtained shows that EEJ is higher in American sector and lowest between African and

Indian sector in solar minimum (2008) and inclination phase (2011) of solar cycle. However, in solar

maximum (2014), the EEJ current is found to be comparable between American and Southeast Asian

sector. Moreover, our result agreed with previous study, showing that the Sq current does not vary with

longitude, especially in solar minimum.
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The bottomside electron density profile of ionospheric F2-layer can be described by the peak electron

density (NmF2), maximum height of F2-layer (hmF2), bottomside thickness (B0) and shape (B1)

parameter. We analyze simultaneous quiet days records of these profile parameters with the solar quiet of

geomagnetic H-component (SqH) that was obtained from the Peruvian and Ilorin stations respectively

during solar minimum. We observe a midday peak in hmF2 and B0 for all the months under study. At the

Peruvian station, a post-sunset peak in hmF2 and B0 during the equinoctial month was observed. For all

the seasons, we observe peaks in NmF2 during the midday and post-noon periods. The results further

show that the variation in SqH current is mainly responsible for that in hmF2 and B0. Both NmF2 and B1

are observed to be less sensitive to the variations in the Sq-current.
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This study is trying to analysis variations of ionospheric characteristics and geomagnetic Sq fields. Using

hourly data of the H and Z components of the geomagnetic observatories from mid-latitudes to equator

over the eastern Asian sector in 1999, to calculate the Sq current. The other hand, we calculated the

ionospheric total electron content (TEC) by using global positioning satellite system (GPS) data in 1999.

In this investigation, we show the daily, seasonal and annual variations of geomagnetic Sq fields and TEC

during the solar quiet period in 1999. Meanwhile, this study also collects ionosonde data in Chung-Li at

Taiwan to analysis the cross correlation and discussion the possible physics processes for the variation of

ionosphere corresponding to the geomagnetic Sq fields.
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Substorm is explosive release of energy that is stored in the magnetotail and is manifested by explosive

auroral brightenings. According to the reconnection model of substorm, the stored magnetic energy is

converted to the plasma energy by the magnetic reconnection at about 20 Re down the tail. This

magnetic reconnection creates a pair of earthward and tailward fast plasma flows. The earthward plasma

flows are supposed to hit the inner magnetosphere at 10 Re down the tail, leading to explosive auroral

brightenings (i.e., substorm onset). Thus, fast plasma flows are expected at 10 Re and beyond at the times

of substorm onsets. To demonstrate this expectation, in this study we investigated fast flow produced by

magnetic reconnection, using multi-satellite observations of the tail and ground all-sky images. Thus, we

investigated this reconnection event with fast tailward flow. 

At 06-07 UT February 27, 2009, each of THEMIS satellites were located near midnight 21 Re (THEMIS-1),

18 Re (THEMIS-2) and 11 Re (THEMIS-3, 4, 5) down the tail. Satellite foot-points were located near Gillam

(magnetic latitude: 66.0 degree) in Canada. An auroral brightening started at 0636:00 UT (23.5 MLT) with

ray structure. At this time, THEMIS-1 observed tailward fast flow at 21 Re. In addition, THEMIS-3, 4

observed earthward fast flow at 11Re. In contrast, THEMIS-2 did not observed fast flow. Since the plasma

beta was decreasing at this time, THEMIS-2 moved toward the tail lobe. These THEMIS 2 observations

suggest that no fast flow was observed at 18 Re because the plasma sheet was thinning.
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This paper presents an important observation for an auroral intensification event in strong relation to the

magnetotail Pi 2 and EMIC wave enhancements observed during a substorm event on 04 April 2009.

Substorm onset was identified at 08:32 UT with an auroral initial brightening and then an initiation of Pi 2

oscillations at 08:26 UT. About 6 minutes after the auroral intensification occurred at 08:32 UT. The Pi 2

and EMIC wave enhancements were observed at the same time, when THEMIS B satellite encountered the

dense plasmaspheric plume at X=~7~8 Re, where was far from the usual location of the plasmapause

boundary in the mid-night magneotail. The generation of the EMIC waves was found to be in association

with the newly injected westward-drifting ions, oscillating with Pi 2 period. Wave modes appeared with

electro-acoustic modes signifying ordinary sound wave, slow mode wave and electromagnetic

ion-cyclotron (EMIC) waves at the same time. The frequency of these waves was found to be near He+

gyro-frequency, implying that the presence of heavy ion (He+) might provide new couplings (instabilities)

for these EMIC waves. The generation of the EMIC waves might drive the electron heating, suggesting an

important candidate for auroral intensification electrons, within the overlap of the ring current and the

plasmasplume through some mechanisms such as Coulomb collisions of plasmaspheric electrons with the

ring current ions, Landau damping of electromagnetic ion cyclotron waves generated by ring current ions,

and/or kinetic Alfven waves in association with the waves. Another important result obtained in this study

is a finding of good conjunction between the ground station and the magnetotail from the observation of

Pi 2 oscillation period and phase relations between them. The velocity field oscillations observed at the

THEMIS-B in the magnetotail showed a same oscillation period of Pi 2 observed on the ground. The

velocity field Pi 2 oscillation at the magnetotail leads a quarter cycle for the Pi 2 oscillations observed on

the ground. These observations imply that the generation of field-aligned currents (FAC’s) in association

with the velocity field oscillations in the equatorial plane might establish the field-line resonance for these

Pi 2 oscillations. Therefore, the present study provides the important role of Pi 2 and EMIC waves for

auroral intensification and certifies a good conjugacy between the ground station and the satellite

location in the magnetotail.
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Substorms are explosive disturbance in the earth’s magnetosphere and ionosphere. Substorm onset are

traditionally identified using sudden auroral brightenings or magnetic Pi2 pulsations. These auroral

brightenings and Pi2s are believed to occur typically within 1 minutes. On the other hand substorm onset

has originally been defined to have two-stage development, i.e., two brightenings. Thus, it is unclear

whether the Pi2s correspond to the first or the second brightening. To clarify this association, we

compared all-sky images and Pi2 pulsations in Canada, using the data from THEMIS project. As a result, a

Pi2 pulsation was observed at 04:36 UT on 29 February 2008. About the same time, an auroral initial

brightening (04:33:30 UT) and the poleward expansion (i.e., the second brightening, 04:39:18 UT) were

observed in Fort Smith. This result suggests that the Pi2 pulsation can be delayed by a few minutes from

the substorm onset, which is originally defined by the auroral initial brightening.
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The cusp aurora for northward IMF is created by the particle precipitation caused by high-latitude

reconnection poleward of the cusp. The aurora generally appears at 75 - 80 MLAT in the daytime sector.

In this sector the polar cap arcs are also often seen when IMF is northward. In this research we show the

spatial and temporal features of the cusp aurora and polar cap arcs by examining events in which both

exist simultaneously. We analyzed the 630 nm auroral image data from a highly sensitive all-sky imager at

Longyearbyen, Svalbard in Norway, and the precipitating particle and ion drift data from the DMSP

spacecraft. The spacecraft data show that lobe convection exists in the daytime sector, and that the cusp

electron precipitation and higher-energy electron precipitation occur at different places simultaneously. It

is also clear from the all-sky image data that the former and latter produce the cusp aurora and polar cap

arcs, respectively. Detailed examination of the all-sky image data obtained immediately before and after

the time when whether the observed auroral structures are the cusp proper or polar cap arcs are

undoubtedly determined reveals their spatial and temporal features.
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The cross polar cap potential (CPCP) is a value of the convection cycle strength of a solar

wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere (SW-M-I) system via Region-1 FAC. CPCP shows an almost linear

relationship with the solar wind merging electric field, but it tends to be saturated when the merging

electric field becomes large. Siscoe et al. [2002], by using global MHD simulation, suggested that the

CPCP basically depends on solar wind electric field, dynamic pressure and ionospheric conductivity. They

also suggested that CPCP saturation results from the fact that the solar wind dynamic pressure limits the

amount of Region-1 FAC. Their discussion is based on steady state of simulation results, however, in

actual cases, solar wind and ionosphere conductivity vary with time and accordingly the state of SW-M-I

system should be changed. The purpose of this study is to investigate the cause of the CPCP saturation

for time varying condition. In this presentation we will discuss the difference of CPCP saturation between

steady and unsteady states.
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We found six events of the interesting shape of Transpolar Arc (TPA) among a large database of IMAGE

and POLAR during 5 years between 2000 and 2005. The two events out of six events were observed in

northern hemisphere, and the rests were seen in southern hemisphere. A shape of the observed TPA was

just like a reversal of the alphabetical letter of “L”, that is, a part of the nightside end of the TPA is

“bending” toward the midnight sector. The “bending” polar arc, which is only growing from the

nightside main auroral oval, is well-known as “bending arc”, but the TPA, having a bending part at the

nightside end, completely grew toward the dayside auroral region. When this “Reverse L”-shaped TPA

was observed, the Bz component of the Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) was dominantly northward in

almost of cases, and the TPA’s location was determined by the orientation of the IMF-By component; the

dawn(dusk)side of TPA in northern (southern) hemisphere was seen during the negative By component,

and under the positive By component, the TPA was observed in dusk(dawn)side in northern (southern)

hemisphere, which are consistent with the result of a statistical survey for the TPA locations as reported

previously. Particularly, on the “Reverse L”-shaped TPA event observed in the northern hemisphere on

22, September, 2000, the SuperDARN radar had detected the ionospheric fast flows, whose range was

larger than 0.7 km/s, on the pre-midnight sector of the main auroral oval since, at least, about 2 hours

prior to the TPA appearance. Even during the “Reverse L”-shaped TPA brightening, these fast flows

persisted. These plasma flows seen in the ionosphere are identified as ionospheric fast flows associated

with “Tail Reconnection during IMF Northward Non-substorm Intervals (TRINNIs)”, supporting that this

interesting TPA would be formed by nightside magnetic reconnection. However, we also found the case

where the TPA separated into the dayside and nightside parts after its appearance, that is, the middle part

of the TPA had a “void” structure. These characteristic signatures on the TPA might suggest that

formation of “Reverse-L”-shaped TPA would not be addressed by the nightside magnetic reconnection

model alone. 

We have proceeded further in analysis of these interesting “Reverse L”-shaped TPA events based on

both ground- and space-based observations, and supportive global MHD simulations. In this paper, we

will discuss the features of ionospheric TRINNI’s flows, whose triggering mechanism is suggestive of

nightside magnetic reconnection, and a possible formation mechanism of the “Reverse L”-shaped TPAs

based on the results obtained through the detailed analyses.
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Ionospheric current associated with the field line dipolarization event (1200 UT, 10 August 1994) is

studied using ground magnetometer data of 30 ground stations from Alaska, Alberta, Manitoba and to

Labrador, as well as using plasma measurements from LANL geosynchronous satellite at the Alaskan

sector. Results from the ground magnetometer data are as follows: 

 

(1) On the ground, there appeared inflection points in the latitudinal profiles of the vertical component.

This finding infers that the peak of the ionospheric currents, either eastward or westward, existed at the

latitudes of the instantaneous inflection points. 

 

(2) In the first ten to fifteen minutes of the dipolarization onset, the most poleward inflection point moved

in latitudes rapidly from 68N to 75N. The Pi2 amplitudes in auroral zone exhibited the largest ones (40nT

peak-to-peak). 

 

(3) After the poleward inflection point has reached to 75N, the inflection point to the south,

corresponding to Westward Electrojet, shifted from 65N to 68N. The Pi2 amplitude reduced to halve. 

 

(4) The inflection point in the southernmost latitudes, though no significant motion in latitudes was

observed, disappeared in one hour after the onset. 

 

(5) During a rapid expansion of the most northward inflection point, the downward FACs were observed in

the eastward sector of the onset. They propagated eastward away from the onset longitudes. 

 

 

 

The present ground magnetometer observations support the results from the in situ plasma

measurements at geosynchronous orbit that the field line dipolarization is composed of the parallel

shrinkage along the field lines and simultaneous perpendicular stretching in dawn-dusk direction.
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The ionospheric Alfvén resonator (IAR) is found in dynamic power spectrum of the geomagnetic field

variations as spectral resonance structures in the frequency range 0.1–10 Hz. The first observations of IAR

were reported by Belyaev et al. [1989, 1990] by using induction magnetometers installed at a mid-latitude

station, Gorkii (L~2.65). Since then, studies of IAR have been focused on events at mid and high latitudes.

To date, observations of IAR at low latitude are only made at Crete by Bösinger et al. [2002, 2004] and not

sufficient enough to reveal its general characteristics. We therefore installed an induction magnetometer

at Muroto, Japan (24.40° geomagnetic latitude, −155.56° geomagnetic longitude), in December 2013 to

investigate low latitude IAR in greater detail. Its dipole L value is 1.206 and smaller than that of Crete

(L~1.3). Cadence of observations is 64 Hz. We analyze data from the induction magnetometer for the

period from 28 December 2013 to 13 August 2016. From the statistical analysis of IAR observed at

Muroto, we find that its occurrence probability is (1) dominant during nighttime with a gradual increase

from the dusk sector to midnight and a broad maximum at 00–05 LT followed by a sudden decrease at

the dawn sector, (2) slightly higher during May through September (in summer and fall), and (3)

independent to the Kp index. We also find that (4) IAR at Muroto has frequency separation between the

harmonics (Δf) of 0.1–0.5 Hz with a peak at 0.200–0.275 Hz. It has been considered that IAR is caused by

Alfvén waves trapped in the ionospheric cavity bounded by the conductive E layer and a steep gradient of

Alfvén velocity above the F2 layer. We calculate the resonant frequency and the Q factor of the

ionospheric cavity, using analytical equations proposed by Polyakov and Rapoport [1981] with the

IRI-2012 and IGRF-12 models. Results of comparison between the observations and the model

calculation will be discussed.
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We investigated dynamic vortex structures in discrete arcs observed by multi-point monochromatic

(427.8nm) imagers in Northern Europe at 22:15-22:20 UT on March 14, 2015. We applied auroral

computed tomography method to the multiple images taken at 2 second interval by three all-sky EMCCD

imagers and at 5 second interval by four wide-view CCD imagers, and reconstructed a 3D distribution of

auroral emission and a horizontal 2D distribution of energy of precipitating electrons. The reconstructed

3D distribution of the auroral emission was compared with height profiles of ionospheric electron density

along a field line simultaneously observed by EISCAT UHF radar at Tromso, Norway. 

The analysis results are summarized as follows. (1) Averaged energy of auroral precipitating electrons was

higher around the center of auroral vortices than the other location of the discrete arcs. (2) Total energy

flux of precipitating electrons was proportional to the square of the averaged energy. (3) The shape of

height profiles of the 427.8nm emission was very similar to that of the electron density profiles. (4) The

electron density estimated from the 427.8nm emission by using empirical atmosphere models was about

2.5 to 3 times smaller than observed by EISCAT UHF radar. The result (1) is consistent with the Ohm’s

law along a field line, i.e., the field-aligned current (FAC) is proportional to the field-aligned potential

difference. If the discrete arcs were caused by electron precipitation from the auroral acceleration region

(AAR) where the Ohm’s law is satisfied, the electron energy (proportional to the potential difference)

should have been high around the center of vortex where FAC is large. The result (2) strongly supports

this inference. As for the item (4), the difference between the electron density estimated from the optical

emission and that observed by EISCAT radar may be explained by an uncertainty of some atmospheric

parameters derived from empirical models, in particular, an effective recombination coefficient. We

discuss the dynamics of the auroral vortices in terms of the magnetosphere –ionosphere coupling.

 
auroral vortex structure, precipitating electron energy, tomography analysis, EISCAT radar,

magnetosphere - ionosphere coupling
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In the regions of high-beta plasma such as the plasma sheet or the boundary layer in the magnetosphere,

it can be expected that the plasma behaves as turbulence due to the effects of various plasma

instabilities, non-linear development of Alfven waves, and so on. Satellites in the plasmasheet also have

observed the fluctuations in velocity and magnetic field that have the characteristics of fluid turbulence

(Borovsky et al. 1997). If the plasmas usually behave as turbulence, the spectrum and their distribution

are important for understanding phenomena in the magnetosphere. However, it is almost impossible to

have sufficient simultaneous satellite observations that cover the huge magnetospheric domain. 

 

On the other hand, we confirmed that the magnetic fluctuations having period longer than 2s observed by

low Earth orbit (LEO) satellites can be regarded as the manifestation of the spatial structure of the

field-aligned currents by using the magnetic data obtained by Swarm satellites during December, 2013

when the satellites flew on nearly the same orbits with slight time separations. In addition, the LEO

satellites fly through wide range of magnetic latitudes in a short period of time, so, by project- ing their

orbits into the magnetosphere, they can scan wide range on the equatorial plane of the magnetosphere.

therefore, by projecting these fluctuations onto the equatorial plane of the magnetosphere, i.e., the

source regions of field-aligned currents, we try to estimate the distribution of turbulent region and their

characteristics there. 

 

We made statical maps of the amplitude of magnetic fluctuations for both quiet(AE<50nT) and

disturbed(AE>50nT) conditions. We also made spectral analysis of magnetic fluctuations by MEM and

found that there are many peaks in wide frequency range in every spectrum regardless of the geomagnetic

conditions, MLTs, and so on. 

 

This result suggests that the magnetospheric plasmas usually behave as turbulence. 

In this paper, in addition to the result above, we also discuss the wave-number spectrum in the

magnetosphere.

 
SWARM satellite, magnetospheric plasma
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Auroral emissions are caused by electron precipitation from the magnetosphere along Earth’s magnetic

field, and project the magnetospheric plasma dynamics onto the ionosphere. The knowledge of plasma

dynamics acquired from investigation of auroral structures is important for future space developments. In

our previous research, we reported first conjugate observation event of auroral finger-like structures using

the THEMIS GBO cameras and the THEMIS satellites, which was located at radial distance of ~9 Re in the

dawnside plasma sheet. The auroral finger-like structures appears in the equatorwardside of the auroral

oval in diffuse auroral region, and contribute to the auroral fragmentation into patches mainly during

substorm recovery phase. In this study, we searched simultaneous observation events of auroral

finger-like structures using the RBSP satellites which has an apogee of 5.8 Re in the inner magnetosphere. 

The best event which we found is that observed at Gillam, Canada, at ~0900 UT on 14 Nov. 2014. In this

event, the footprints of the RBSP-A satellite passed across the auroral finger-like structures several times

according to the field-line mapping using the Tsyganenko-01 magnetic field model. We obtained

observational facts from this simultaneous observation event as: 1) both electron and ion OMNI fluxes

measured by HOPE increase at ~0900 UT as the satellite footprint was getting into the auroral region; 2)

electron cyclotron harmonics (Ech) wave activities at ~1 kHz measured by EMFSIS enhanced after 0900

UT; 3) electric field in GSM-Y direction measured by EFW decreases during northward development of the

finger-like structures; 4) absolute value of magnetic pressure is almost ten times larger than that of ion

thermal pressure; 5) variation of magnetic pressure and ion thermal pressure are seen in various time

scales, including ~5 min which is the time scale of crossing of finger-like structures. In the presentation,

we will discuss these observations in the context of magnetospheric instabilities that can cause auroral

finger-like structures.
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Even the brightest proton aurora (486.1nm) is far weaker than electron auroras. When proton aurora is

observed, strong emissions from nitrogen molecular ions excited by precipitating electrons may be a

contamination. This is the reason why few conjugate observations of proton aurora have been conducted.

The studies of proton aurora dynamics using monochromatic imagers in the past could not be definitively

justified, because the contamination might remain after subtracting background emission simultaneously

observed at a wavelength close to from the image. In this study a spectrum in a wide wavelength range

that includes the wavelength of proton aurora is obtained by a proton aurora spectrograph (PAS) in order

to precisely eliminate the background emission by electron auroras. PAS has a narrow field-of-view of

180° along a geomagnetic meridian, which is accomplished by a variable-width slit placed at the focal

plane of an all-sky optics. Light that passes through the slit is converted to a parallel beam and fed into a

transmission diffraction grating. Then a space vs wavelength image is projected on a CCD with 1024 ×

1024 pixels. Pixel counts are increased by 2 ×2 pixel binning. PAS is designed to observe a wavelength

range from 417 nm to 579 nm with a spectral resolution of 2 nm. PAS was installed at the optical

observation site at Tjornes in Iceland in early September 2016. Continuous observation started on

September 27, 2016, and will end on April 26, 2017. An image was obtained every 3 min with an

exposure time of 177 sec from September 27, 2016 to December 8, 2016 and every 1 min with an

exposure time of 55 sec from December 12, 2016. The difference in the exposure time is due to increase

of sensitivity by updating the CCD camera. The slit width is set to be slightly wider than the designed

value, and moreover it is not constant with the zenith angle. Therefore, the slit will be adjusted or

replaced to increase the spectral resolution so that the background emission can be perfectly eliminated

before the next observation season. An identical system will be developed in early 2017, and will be

installed at Syowa Station, where is the geomagnetic conjugate point of Tjornes, during the 2017/2018

summer season. Then conjugate observations of proton aurora will be started from the spring season in

2018. 

An example of the spectral data obtained from September 27, 2016 to April 26, 2017 will be introduced

and discussed in the presentation.
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Pulsating aurora is a kind of aurora blinking with several tens of seconds period and having a patchy

structure with several to hundreds of kilometers spatial scale. It is difficult to automatically detect

pulsating aurora in a video image because the spatial and temporal features of pulsating aurora are

complex. Then, statistical analysis would not be enough due to the difficulties. In this study, in order to

perform the statistical analysis of pulsating aurora, we have developed an automatic detection and

tracking technique for pulsating aurora. Pulsating aurora usually appears simultaneously with diffuse

aurora. We apply Low Pass Filter to the brightness variations to reduce the effect of diffuse aurora. Then,

we use the Level Set Method to detect the outer shape of pulsating auroral patches. However, the aurora

images include a lot of noise so that we are not able to accurately extract pulsating aurora. Here, we

evaluated two noise reduction techniques. First is enhancement of the brightness values of aurora images

by using a nonlinear function to compress the noise. Second is using the spectral entropy, which is a

signal processing method for classifying signal and noise. As a result of evaluation using test data, the first

method showed lower error rate of detection (less than 10%) at a signal-to-noise ratio of -5 dB or more in

comparison with the second method. We track the motion of pulsating aurora by using a particle tracking

technique. We evaluate the accuracy of the tracking technique with a test movie including a simulated

auroral patch. The result showed that the tracking error was less than 1 pixel at the signal-to-noise ratio of

-10 dB or more. 

In this presentation, we will discuss our automatic detection and tracking method for pulsating aurora in

detail.
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Pulsating aurora (PsA) shows quasi-periodic intensity modulation with a 2 s to 30 s intervals as a main

modulation. PsA is mainly observed from the post-midnight to the morning sectors during the recovery

phase of substorms. PsA consists of not only main modulations but also internal modulation with a few Hz.

We installed multi-EMCCD cameras in Tromso, Finland, Sodankyla, Kevo Finland and Alaska, US. The

cameras with RG665 filters observe high-speed phenomena with 100 Hz sampling rate, while the cameras

with different filters observe spectrum of PsA with 10 Hz sampling rate. In order to investigate

spatio-temporal characteristics of the main modulations as well as internal modulations, we apply PCA

(Principal Component Analysis) and FFT to all-sky images of PsA with 100 Hz sampling rate. PCA

decomposes into different modes with periods of a few seconds, indicating that localized structure of the

main modulation of PsA. The all-sky images at different frequency derived from FFT show that the spatial

distribution of PsA depends on the frequency and the internal modulations with high frequency appear in

a part of the main modulations. In this presentation, we will report statistical results on these

spatio-temporal characteristics of PsA.
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We report the coordinated EISCAT and optical observations for omega-band type auroral events. 

Omega band and torch auroral structures are characterized by large-scale wavy forms appeared at the

poleward boundary of a diffuse aurora mainly in the post-midnight and morning sectors, and pulsating

auroral patches are often observed inside the structure. Past studies revealed that pulsating aurora is

caused by relatively high-energy (greater than 10 keV) electrons. However, the precise characteristics of

precipitating electrons associated with omega-band and torch auroras have not been understood well. 

We estimated the emission height of pulsating aurora appered with omega-band and torch structures

from triangulation with multiple all-sky imaging data, and the energy distribution of precipitating electrons

from EISCAT radar data. 

We carried out coordinated observation of omega-band aurora with the EISCAT Tromso UHF radar and

MIRACLE all-sky imagers at Kilpisjarvi, Abisko and Tromso with high spatiotemporal resolution at

01:00-02:00 UT (03:30-05:30 MLT) on 6 January and 01:00-02:00 UT (03:30-05:30 MLT) on 13 January,

2016. We obtained the time variation of emission heights for 427.8nm auroras using the triangulation.

The results showed that 427.8nm emission height of omega-band aurora was 92-98 km at 6 January and

90-112km at 13 January. 

Furthermore, we obtained the time variation of energy fluxes of precipitation electrons for energy bands,

i.e., 1-4 keV, 4-10 keV, 15-50 keV, 60-100 keV and 110-170 keV. We found that the electrons with energy

up to 100 keV precipitated in the vicitnity of omega-band and torch aurora at 01:00-01:15 UT on event1.

On other hand, 15-50 keV electrons were dominant to produce the omega-band aurora at 01:20-01:40

UT on 13 January, and its energy spectrum was similar to that in the pulsating auroral patch at

01:15-01:30 UT on 6 January. Therefore it seems that that there are at least two types of generation

mechanisms in the magnetosphere to produce precipitation electrons associated with pulsating patch

inside of omega-band auroras. We consider that there are two region where wave-particle interaction

occurs, one is the magnetic equatorial plane, the other is that resonance occurs widely from the

equatorial plane to the high latitude side in the magnetosphere. 

In addition, we quantitatively evaluated the estimation method of auroral emission height developed in

this research. The result of the estimating emission height of discrete aurora and the difference between

427.8 nm and 557.7 nm auroral emission height were consistent with past studies. Furthermore, we

investigated the positional relationship between the auroral spatial structure and the observation points

for the pair of triangulation. Even if the auroral height estimation error is large using a pair of observation

points, we found that it is possible to estimate the relatively probable emission height using the other pair.

We also found the positive relationship between the electron density peak height estimated from EISCAT

radar data and the emission height estimated with optical triangulation.
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We aim to reveal the elevation distribution of auroral polarization along the magnetic meridian by using a

wide field auroral polarization imaging spectrometer by observing auroral red line at OI 630 nm. We

developed this instrument which consists of a fisheye lens, a wire grid type linear polarizer mounted on a

rotating stage, a VPH transmission type diffraction grating and an EMCCD. It has a wide field-of-view of

130 degree covering the magnetic zenith and magnetic perpendicular, and its wavelength range is from

450 nm to 710 nm with a resolution of 2.0 nm. The polarization state of the incident light can be

measured from the intensity change detected by the EMCCD when the polarizer is rotated by 45 degrees. 

In addition to auroral polarization, measurement data involve polarization effects due to atmospheric

scattering, acrylic domes and optical system in the instrument (hereinafter referred to as instrumental

polarization). Therefore, it is a key to carry out to obtain precise calibration data to correct the

instrumental polarization. Although we have performed auroral polarization measurements since 2013,

we got a problem in the calibration instrument and then did not obtain sufficient calibration data. In this

study, we develop a new calibration instrument with a LED lamp monitoring the rotation angle of linear

polarizer and succeeded to obtain the precise calibration data to correct the instrumental polarization.

We also developed the data analysis method to apply the calibration data to measurement data to

estimate the auroral polarization accurately. 

We installed this instrument at Pokar Flat Research Range, Alaska in November of 2015 and took many

calibration data for various field-of-view during our stay for about two weeks. As a result, calibration data

with a quantitative accuracy better than 0.2 percent was obtained. Auroral polarization measurement

continued till March of 2016. For a case of auroral polarization on November 19, 2015, the linear

polarization degree of 630 nm aurora was 1.6 +/- 0.9 percent. For most cases, polarization degree

showed a tendency that maximized at the low elevation angle toward the magnetic north, and decreases

as the elevation angle increases. In addition, it showed that polarization degree increases again around

the magnetic zenith toward the low elevation angle side in the magnetic south. We also obtained that the

auroral linear polarization increases during auroral active period.
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